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Across

2. Spun thread used for knitting, 

weaving or sewing

4. the ability of an item being 

able to resume its normal shape 

even after being stretched or 

compressed

5. A thread or filament

11. This is the raised loops on the 

surface of a fabric

14. A long thin strand of cotton, 

nylon or other fibre used in sewing 

or weaving

15. The craft or action of knitting

17. The craft or action of forming 

fabric by interlacing threads

18. This is a type of fabric made 

by rolling and pressing wool that is 

then accompainied by moister or 

heat

19. A type of cotton that is 

typically white also know as printed 

cotton fabric

20. An edge produdced on woven 

fabric during manufacturing that 

stops it from unravelling

Down

1. This happens when you fold, 

press or crush something like paper 

or cloth.

3. The art of embroidering cloth

6. An overcast stitch

7. A set of principles concerned 

with the nature and appreciation of 

beauty

8. A very thin and fine piece of 

metal with a point at one end and a 

hole for thread at the other

9. A cylender or cone that holds 

thread, yarn or wire

10. A line that has many right and 

left turns. This is a pattern

12. A thin piece of metal with a 

sharp point and at the other end a 

ball shaped head

13. The edge of a piece of clothing 

that has be turned and sown

16. A soft and warm fabric with a 

similar texture as sheep wool


